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Code of Professional Conduct (Canadian
Bar Association) A-i
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24.1
solicitors’ negligence litigation 24.6
Competency hearings 26.21
Complaints to law societies. See Discipline
proceedings, investigations
Conduct unbecoming a barrister and
solicitor
criminal convictions 26.8
definition 26.8
effect of categorization 26.8
insurance 26.8
Confidentiality
adversary system 2.3
balancing other interests and 3.6
examples 3.6
communications with professionals other
than lawyers 3.2
psychotherapists 3.2, 3.5
religious advisors 3.2
confidentiality rule 3.2
communications 3.2
ethical duty 3.2
information 3.2
constitutional aspects 3.2
corporate clients and 3.3
whistleblowing 20.6
disclosure of 3.2.1
inadvertence 3.2.1
duration 3.2
death of client 3.2
termination of retainer 3.2
estates 18.4
ethical duty 3.2
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rule of solicitor-client privilege 3.2
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examples 3.4
future crime 3.4
harm 3.4
innocence at stake exception 3.4.1
lawyer self-interest exception 3.4.1
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Conflict management
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contents 5.17(a)
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ethical screens 5.17(d)
components 5.17(d)
confidential information and 5.17(d)
informed consent 5.17(c)
waiver 5.17(c)
new client and matter lists 5.17(f)
opening and closing files 5.17(g)
retainer letters 5.17(e)
form 5.17(e)
generally 5.17(e)
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the new matter? 5.17(b)
conflict committee 5.17(b)
generally 5.17(b)

Conflicts of interest in litigation
acting against current clients in unrelated
litigation 5.4
acting against former clients 5.6
delay in bringing disqualification motion 5.6
acting against former co-clients and coparties 5.7
acting for adverse parties in same litigation
5.3
uncontested divorce actions 5.3
acting for co-parties in same litigation 5.5
employers and employees 5.5
appearance of impropriety standard 5.2
class actions 5.12
derivative proceedings 5.3
imputed disqualification 5.10
CBA and Law Society recommendations on 5.10
conflict information systems 5.10
screening devices 5.10
indemnity insurance litigation 5.14
issue conflicts between clients 5.8
lawyer-client conflicts of interest 5.9
contingency fees 12
married, engaged, co-habitatng, dating
lawyers 5.9
motions for disqualification 5.2
orders
effect of delay 5.6
tactical motivations 5.2, 5.6, 5.10
payment of fees by non-clients 5.11
procedural conflicts between clients 5.8
unions 5.13

Conflict of interest. See also Conflicts of
interest in litigation, Corporate counsel,
Criminal defence, Estates, Government
lawyers, Mediation, and Real estate
acting for multiple parties 22.2
non-consentable conflicts of interest
22.2
variables 22.2
between clients 22.2
consent 22.2
disclosure 22.2
between lawyer and client 22.3
borrowing from clients 22.3
business transactions 22.3
gifts from clients 22.3
independent legal advice or representation 22.3
investment in which lawyer interested
22.3
confidentiality 22.1
defined 22.2
disciplinary proceedings 22.2
disclosure 22.2
errors and omissions 22.5
duty to client 22.5
duty to insurer 22.5
examples 22.2
generally 22.1
independence of the bar 27.4
lawyer-client 22.3
borrowing money from clients 22.3
exceptions 22.3
doing business with a client 22.3
rules of professional conduct 22.3
lawyer-non-client 22.4
examples 22.4
generally 22.4
loyalty 22.1
negligence claims
from clients 22.2
from non-clients 22.4
other client conflicts of interest 22.2
representation of multiple parties 22.2
Rules of Professional Conduct 22.2

Conflicts of Interest Toolkit (C.B.A.) A309
Contempt of court
affronts to judicial authority 4.22(b)
criticizing decisions of the court 4.22(b)
defiance of judicial authority 4.22(b)
disruption of judicial proceedings 4.22(b)
double booking 4.22(b)
failure to attend in court 4.22(b)
inflammatory language 4.22(b)
interference with pending judicial proceedings 4.22(b)
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guidelines 20.3
non-legal advice 20.4
moral advice 20.4
professional duties 20.1
outside counsel compared 20.1
retained 20.1
whistle blowing 20.6
confidentiality and 20.6
exceptions 20.6
disclosure 20.6
examples 20.6
rules of professional conduct 20.6
who is the client? 20.5
conflict of interest 20.5
duty owed to shareholders 20.5
ethical issues 20.5
generally 20.5

Contingency fees 12
access to justice and 12
agreements 12
termination 12
right of lawyer to compensation 12
arguments for and against 12
Canadian fee-shifting cost system 12
class proceedings and 12
excessive awards 12
excessive fees 12
fee limits 12
lawyers’ interest and 12
limitations 12
prohibition 12
criminal cases 12
matrimonial cases 12
review by court 12
Rules of Professional Conduct 12
termination of retainer and 12

Cost awards against lawyers personally
4.17, 4.22(a), 27.5

Continuing legal education 24.3
Control of advocacy
contempt of court 4.22(b)
examples 4.22(b)
types of contempt 4.22(b)
cost sanctions against lawyers 4.22(a)
excesses 4.22
generally 4.22
Law Society disciplinary sanctions 4.22(c)
discourtesy 4.22(c)
misleading the court 4.22(c)

Costs (discipline proceedings) 26.18.1
Counsel’s liability in negligence
arguments favouring liability 4.18
conduct of case in court 4.18
generally 4.18
immunity 4.18
justification for English immunity rule
4.18
liability 4.18
pre-trial work 4.18
standard of care 4.18

Corporate counsel
conflicts of interest
between affiliated companies 20.5
between corporation and agents 20.5
minority interests 20.5
parent and subsidiary 20.5
sister companies 20.5
generally 20.1
house counsel 20.1
duties 20.1
employed 20.1
independence 20.1
moonlighting 20.2
competence and quality of service
20.2
conflicts of interest 20.2
responsibility to

Counseling
duty of objectivity 14
duty to inform client upon discovering
error 14
duty to inform insurer upon discovering
error 14
generally 14
independent legal advice or representation
14
lawyer’s duty 14
lawyer’s duties in advising clients 14
advising on limits of law 14
encouraging fraud or illegality 14
non-legal questions 14
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legal opinion for third parties 14
Rules of Professional Conduct 14

Criminal proceedings. See Discipline proceedings, parallel criminal proceedings

Criminal defence
accused persons 7.2
adversarial system and 7.1
confidentiality and truth 7.2
duty to be candid 7.2
duty of confidentiality 7.2
Rules of Professional Conduct and
7.3
conflicts of interest and 7.6
client consent 7.6
co-accused 7.6
constitutional dimension 7.6
effective assistance of counsel 7.6
disclosure to client 7.6
representation of co-accused 7.6
criminal defence lawyer 7.1
criminal record 7.1
duty to disclose 7.1
cross-examining the truthful witness 7.4
credibility 7.4
testing evidence 7.4
duties 7.1
generally 7.1
not to destroy or conceal physical evidence 7.3
with respect to physical evidence 7.3
ethics 7.1
perjury of client 7.5
confidentiality 7.5
ethics 7.5
false evidence 7.5
lawyer’s duties 7.5
solicitor-client privilege 7.5
plea bargaining 7.7
binding on the Crown 7.7
duty to negotiate in appropriate cases
7.7
generally 7.7
innocent client and 7.7
Rules of Professional Conduct and 7.7
right to counsel 7.1
Rules of Professional Conduct 7.1
withdrawal as counsel from criminal proceedings 7.8
lawyer’s duties and obligations 7.8
Rules of Professional Conduct 7.8

Criminal prosecutions 2.8
adversarial system and 2.8
Criminal record
duty to disclose 7.1
Cross-examination
credibility 4.14
duty not to abuse or harass witnesses 4.14
duty not to attack witnesses’ character
4.14
duty to give witness opportunity to explain
conflicting evidence 4.14
ethics 4.14
lawyer’s duties 4.14
Rules of Professional Conduct 4.14
truthful witnesses
civil cases 4.14
criminal cases
defences 7.1, 7.2, 7.4
prosecution 4.14, 6.6
Crown attorneys. See Prosecuting, Discipline proceedings, delay
adjudicators 26.3
impartiality 26.3
as tactic in litigation 4.9
civil 26.2
criminal 26.2
complaints 26.4
confidentiality and 26.4
cooperation 26.4
investigation of 26.4
lawyers’ duties and 26.4
conduct unbecoming a barrister and solicitor and 26.8
classification of conduct 26.8
definition 26.8
examples 26.8
disclosure 26.6
examples 26.6
full disclosure 26.6
obligations 26.6
pending hearing 26.6
duty of lawyer to avoid 4.9
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conflicts of interest 22.2
costs 26.18.1
criminal convictions 26.17
Crown Attorneys 26.20
independence of attorney-general 26.20
decision 26.18
defences
insanity 26.17
delay 26.10
Charter of Rights and Freedoms and
26.10
examples 26.10
generally 26.10
disclosure pending hearing 26.6
discourtesy in litigation 4.22(c)
duty to act judicially 26.12
right to cross-examine 26.12
right to notice of allegations 26.12
right to notice of hearing 26.12
ethics school 26.17
evidence 26.2
character evidence 26.17
compellability of solicitor 26.2
hearsay 26.12
rules in civil proceedings 26.2
transcripts of previous testimony 26.15
examples 26.17
fines 26.17
hearing in Convocation 26.19
hearing panel 26.14
use of own expertise 26.14
hearings 26.9
in camera or in public 26.9
non-publication orders 26.9
impartiality of adjudicators 26.3
incapacity proceedings 26.21
independence of Law Society’s counsel
26.3
interim suspensions 26.13
investigations 26.2, 26.4
confidentiality of complaints 26.4
disclosure to police and other law enforcement agencies 26.4, 26.5
duty to co-operate 26.2
self-incrimination 26.2
privilege claims 26.4
judges 26.20
jurisdiction of law societies 26.20
judicial review 26.19

estates administration 18.5
generally 25.9, 26.1
law society counsel 26.3
independence of 26.3
procedure 26.3
parallel proceedings 26.5
civil 26.5
criminal 26.5
professional misconduct 26.7
defined 26.7
generally 26.7
purposes 26.1
real estate 17.2
reasons for 4.9
Derivative proceedings
conflict of interest 5.13
corporation 5.13
directors 5.13
officers 5.13
unincorporated entities 5.13
Disability, client under 25.14
Disbursement 26.17
See also Discipline proceedings, penalty
Discipline proceedings
adjournments 26.13
American experience 27.6
appeals 26.19
stay pending appeal 26.19
bias 26.11
disqualification for 26.11
examples 26.11
reasonable apprehension of bias 26.11
test 26.11
waiver 26.11
burden and standard of proof 26.2, 26.16
effect of solicitor’s failure to testify
26.16
review on appeal 26.16
Charter of Rights and Freedoms 26.2
See also Charter of Rights and Freedoms
civil or criminal? 26.2
disclosure pending hearing 26.6
conduct unbecoming a barrister and solicitor. See Conduct unbecoming a barrister
and solicitor
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participation of clerks in drafting reasons 26.18
writing requirement 26.18
special cases 26.20
Crown attorneys 26.20
judges 26.20
legislators 26.20
standard of proof 26.16
application of correct test 26.16
defined 26.16
suspensions
interim 26.13
transcripts of previous testimony 26.15
tribunal’s use of own expertise 26.14

legislators 26.20
jurisdiction of law societies 26.20
misleading court 4.22(c)
parallel criminal proceedings 26.5
admissibility and effect of conviction in
discipline proceedings 26.5
disclosure to police and other law enforcement agencies 26.5
stay pending determination of criminal proceedings 26.5
penalty 26.17
disbarment 26.17
examples 26.17
factors 26.17
generally 26.17
misappropriation 26.17
mitigating circumstances 26.17
character evidence 26.17
disclosure of misconduct 26.17
financial or matrimonial pressure
26.17
remorse 26.17
restitution 26.17
substance abuse 26.17
permission to resign 26.17
reprimand 26.17
private 26.17
public 26.17
suspension 26.17
previous testimony 26.15
Charter of Rights and Freedoms and
26.15
examples 26.15
use of transcripts of 26.15
procedural and substantive requirements
contrasted with
admission hearings 23.3
professional misconduct. See Professional
misconduct
public hearings 26.9
generally 26.9
legislation 26.9
purposes 26.1
readmission 26.22
conditions 26.22
examples 26.22
generally 26.22
standard 26.22
reasons 26.18

Disclosure
by Crown 6.4
generally 6.4
prosecutor’s duty of 6.4
requirement 6.4
Rules of Professional Conduct 6.4
Disclosure pending hearing. See Disclosure
proceedings, disclosure pending hearing
Discovery
abuses. See also Discovery abuse 4.6, 8
rules of civil procedure 4.6
examination for 4.6
production of documents 4.6
rules of civil procedure 4.6
Rules of Professional Conduct and 4.6
solicitor/client privilege 4.6
Discovery abuse
disclosure of documents and 2.4
duty upon lawyers 2.4
examples 2.4
Rules of Professional Conduct and 2.4
settlement and 2.4
Discrimination 25.15
Dismissal by client 4.10
Dissolution of law firms
duties to clients 4.10
Duty to client
resolute partisanship 2.1, 4.12
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Duty to court 2.1, 4.12, 4.23
Duty to follow instructions
generally 4.11
lawyer’s authority to make tactical decisions 4.11
Duty to report misconduct 25.7
Duty to settle 4.8
arbitration 4.8
generally 4.8
lawyer’s authority 4.8
lawyer’s duty 4.8
Rules of Professional Conduct and 4.8

undue influence 18.1
wills 18.1
benefiting lawyers 18.2
duties 18.2
conflicts of interest 18.2
administration of estates 18.2
examples 18.2
rules of professional conduct 18.2
Ethics schools 26.17
Evidence
discipline proceedings. See Discipline proceedings
physical
duty not to destroy or conceal 7.3

Effective assistance of counsel
effect of conflict of interest 7.6
Employment of disbarred or suspended
members 25.9
Errors and omissions
conflicts of interest 22.2, 22.5
duty to inform client 14
duty to inform insurer 14
insurance loss prevention program 24.4
solicitor’s negligence litigation 24.6
effect of categorizing misconduct as conduct unbecoming 26.8
Estates
assessment of testator 18.1
competence and quality of service 18.5
storing wills 18.5
confidentiality 18.4
duty 18.4
rules of professional conduct 18.4
conflicts of interest 18.3
acting for multiple parties in administration of estates 18.3
between executors and beneficiaries
18.3
qua executor and qua lawyer 18.3
loans and investments in which lawyer
or other clients have interest 18.3
delegation to non-lawyers 18.5
generally 18.5
lawyer’s duties 18.1
testamentary capacity 18.1

Ex parte proceedings
disclosure obligations 4.20
generally 4.20
lawyer’s duty 4.20
Expert witnesses
costs 2.14
opinion 2.14
partisan evidence 2.14
Family law
adversarial system and 2.13
mediation 2.13, 16
negotiation 2.13
Fees 25.5
contingency fees 12
See also Contingency fees
fairness of fees 25.5(a)
fee splitting 25.5(b)
with non-lawyers 25.5(b)
with lawyers 25.5(b)
hidden fees 25.5(a)
referral fees 25.5(b)
trust transfers 25.3, 25.5(a)
Fines 26.17
See also Disciplinary proceedings,
penalty
Good character requirement. See Admission
to the bar
Government lawyers
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conflicts of interest 21.5
confidential information and 21.5
entering and leaving public service 21.5
imputed disqualification 5.10
generally 21.1
limitations on forensic strategies 21.3
rules of professional conduct 21.3
whistleblowing 21.4
confidentiality and 21.4
generally 21.4
rules of professional conduct 21.4
unlawful acts 21.4
who is the client? 21.2
Gross negligence
discipline for 26.7
House counsel. See Corporate counsel
ICLL Index ICLL-1
Impermissible tactics
cross-examination and 6.6
examples 6.6
prosecutor’s duties 6.6
witnesses and 6.6
Incapacity proceedings 26.21
Incompetent clients
duty of lawyer for child 4.3
duty to litigation guardians 4.3
representation of children 4.3

orders requiring lawyers to pay costs
personally 27.5
from the state 27.2
self-governance 27.2
generally 27.1, 27.7
Law Society of Upper Canada 27.2
non-contentious matters 27.1, 27.3
rules of professional conduct and 27.3
Independent legal advice or representation
lawyer’s duty 14, 22.3
Information technology, guidelines
practising ethically with A-97

for

Information technology security A-123
Instructions of clients
authority of lawyer to make tactical decisions 4.11
concerning settlement 4.8
duty to follow 4.11
inability to obtain 4.10
Insurance. See also Errors and omissions
indemnity insurance litigation conflicts of
interest 5.14
insurance loss prevention programs 24.4
Integrity 26.7, 26.8
Interprovincial law firms 25.11

Indemnity insurance litigation
coverage 5.14
generally 5.14
insured 5.14
insurer 5.14

Issue and procedural conflicts between
clients
generally 5.8

Independence of the bar
American experience 27.6
Attorney-General of Ontario and 27.2
constitutional dimension 27.2
favouritism 27.1
from clients 27.3, 27.4
from the courts 27.3, 27.5
judicial discipline 27.5
jurisdiction 27.5
costs 27.5

Judges
controlling discovery abuse 4.6
criticism by lawyers 4.23, 25.6
neutrality
ex parte communications 4.23
lawyers’ personal or business relationships 4.23
retired judges returning to practice 25.8
selection 2.1
See also Discipline proceedings, judges

Investigations. See Discipline proceedings
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Judicial intervention 24.7
lawyer competence and 24.7

Lawyers and jurors
disclosure 4.24
generally 4.24
Rules of Professional Conduct 4.24

Judicial review
discipline proceedings 26.19

Lawyers as witnesses
cross-examination of lawyer as witness
4.19
generally 4.19
partners and associates 4.19
rule 4.19

Jurors
communication with 4.23
Justifications of the adversary system
competition 2.7
protection of individual rights 2.7

Lawyers’ ethics
commercialism 1.3
generally 1.3
importance 1.4
improvement 1.5
education 1.5
service 1.5
legal education and training 1.2
public perception 1.1
public’s ethics 2.2

Lang Michener case 27.1
Law clerks. See Delegation to non-lawyers
Law societies
replies to communications 25.7
Law’s delay
generally 4.9
impact on public opinion 4.9
Rules of Professional Conduct and 4.9

Leading evidence: the perjury problem
American rules 4.13
civil proceedings 4.13
examples 4.13
lawyer’s duty 4.13
Rules of Professional Conduct 4.13

Lawyer-client conflicts of interest 5.9
lawyer’s personal interest 5.9
financial 5.9
personal relationships 5.9
spouses as opposing counsel 5.9
Lawyers
as witnesses 4.19
evidence of counsel’s partners and associates 4.19
submitting own affidavit 4.19
testifying at trial 4.19
duty to other lawyers individually 4.7
adjournment requests 4.7
courtesy and good faith 4.7
slips and errors 4.7
unrepresented litigants 4.7.1
education and training 1.2, 1.5
public perception 1.1, 2.2
qualities 1.1, 1.2, 1.5, 2.1
competitiveness 1.2, 1.5, 2.1
industry 1.1
Lawyers and judges
adverse criticism of judicial decisions 4.23
ex parte communications 4.23
generally 4.23

Legal aid 9
Legal benefits plans 9
Legal education and training 1.2
articling students and principals 25.12
continuing legal education 24.3
early character formation and 1.2
ethics 1.2
generally 1.2
professional responsibility and 1.2, 1.5
Legal ethics and the public’s ethics
confidentiality and 2.5
public confidence in the administration of
justice and 2.5
technical defences and 2.5
Legislators. See Discipline proceedings,
legislators
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Letters
abusive, offensive, or unprofessional 25.7
replies to communication from governing
body 25.7
Magisterial prosecutor 6.7
Mary Carter Agreements. See Agreements
guaranteeing recovery
Media
clients and 13
ethics 13
generally 13
lawyer communications with media 13
attempts to influence courts and tribunals 13
confidentiality duties 13
freedom of expression 13
improving public awareness 13
lawyer’s duty to be qualified to represent client in media 13
obtaining client consent 13
prosecution press conferences 6.3
lawyers’ duties 13
publicity 13
restrictions on lawyers’ freedom to speak
13
Rules of Professional Conduct 13
Mediation 6
advantages over litigation 16
confidential information and 16
conflicts of interest 16
family law 16
generally 16
lawyer-mediator 16
duties 16
role 16
mediator 16
role 16
parties 16
consent 16
preparation of settlement agreements 16
independent legal advice 16
procedural and substantive fairness safeguards 16
reasonable likelihood of effective resolution 16

Rules of Professional Conduct 16
settlement agreement 16
when appropriate 16
Medical-legal reports
confidentiality and 4.5
harm to clients 4.5
Metadata information and resources A-118
Migrating lawyers, law firm mergers and
imputed disqualification
confidential information 5.10
confidentiality screens 5.10
non-physical elements 5.10
physical elements 5.10
conflict of interest 5.10
conflicts from transfer between law firms
5.10
rule 5.10
generally 5.10
Misappropriation 26.17
penalty 26.17
Model Code of Professional Conduct
(A.B.A.) 25.2
Model Code of Professional Conduct
(Federation of Law Socieeties of Canada)
A-187
Model Code of Professional Responsibility
(A.B.A) 25.2
Mortgage transactions
recommending investments 17.2
selling or arranging mortgages 17.2
syndicated mortgages 17.2
Negligence. See Counsel’s liability in negligence, errors and omissions
Negotiation
abuses 15
conduct 15
disclosure obligations 15
ethics 15
false statements 15
generally 15
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INDEX
Professional detachment 2.3, 4.2

lawyers’ duties 15
permissible representations 15
reasons for lack of regulation 15

Professional misconduct 26.7
definition 26.7
examples 26.7
failing to reply to Law Society 26.7
gross negligence 26.7
pattern of negligence 26.7

Non-publication orders 26.9
Other lawyers
communications with other parties 4.7
conduct 4.7
reasonable requests 4.7
unrepresented litigants 4.7.1

Professional responsibility
teaching 1.2, 1.5

Outside interests and the practice of law
25.10
Payment of fees by non-clients
generally 5.11
lawyer’s duty 5.11
Penalty 26.17
See also Discipline proceedings, penalty
Perjury. See Witnesses, Criminal defence
Personal opinions. See Argument, Prosecuting
Physical evidence
duty not to destroy or conceal 7.3
Plea bargaining 6.5, 7.7
Crown duty to uphold 6.5
generally 6.5
Rules of Professional Conduct 6.5
trial judge discretion and 6.5
Practice review programs 24.5
Preparing witnesses
compensation 4.12
examples of conduct 4.12
experts 4.12
generally 4.12
lawyer’s duties 4.12
Rules of Professional Conduct 4.12

Property
client property 25.3
preservation and safekeeping 25.3
Prosecuting
adversarial and magisterial styles 6.7
charging decisions 6.3
disclosure 6.4
duty of fairness 6.1
duty to do justice 6.1
impermissible tactics 6.6
personal opinions 6.6
prejudicial remarks 6.6
pleas bargaining 6.5
duty to fulfil bargain 6.5
propriety of threat of further charges if
plea-bargain not accepted 6.5
press conferences 6.3
prosecutor’s duty 6.1
dual role 6.1
substantial likelihood of conviction test
6.3
who is the client? 6.2
Psychotherapists
confidentiality of patient communications
3.2, 3.5
Public appearances. See Media
Public hearings 26.9

Prisoner’s dilemma 2.3

Public law, Commissions of Inquiry and
Administrative Tribunal Hearings
adversarial proceedings and 2.12
lawyer’s duties 2.12

Pro bono work 9

Public office. See Government lawyers
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duty of lawyers not to communicate directly 4.7, 4.12

Public statements. See Media
Readmission to the bar 26.22
Real estate
conflicts of interest 17.4
disclosure and consent 17.4
simultaneous representation of multiple
parties 17.4
delegation to non-lawyers 17.2
disclosure obligations 17.4
duties to parties 17.4
generally 17.4
joint representations 17.4
rules of professional conduct 17.4
ethics 17.1
generally 17.1
Mortgages. See Mortgage transactions
Ontario rules 17.2
delegation to non-lawyers 17.2
mortgage transactions 17.2
disclosure obligations 17.2
generally 17.2
reporting letters 17.2
speculative real estate transactions 17.3
spot audit program 17.3
title searches 17.2
unauthorized use of client funds 17.3
Ontario spot audit program 17.3
speculative real estate ventures 17.3
undertakings 17.5
duty to fulfil 17.5
form 17.5
generally 17.5
personal 17.5
rules of professional conduct 17.5
unrepresented parties 17.4
Regulating lawyer competence. See Competence and quality of service
Reinstatement 26.22
See also Readmission to the bar
Religious advisors
confidentiality of communications 3.2
Reporting misconduct 25.7
Represented parties

Reprimand 26.17
See also Discipline proceedings, penalty
Requests for proposals and inquiries from
potential clients
confidential information and 5.16
generally 5.16
Rules of Professional Conduct 5.16
Resignation
permission to resign 26.17
See also Discipline proceedings, penalty
Retainer 4.2
right to decline employment 4.2
as justification for immunity in negligence 4.18
termination by client 4.10
termination by lawyer 4.10
See also Withdrawal as counsel
Retainer and the right to decline
employment
English cab rank rule 4.2
generally 4.2
rules of professional conduct and 4.2
unpopular clients and 4.2
Retired judges returning to practice 25.8
Right to decline employment 4.2
as justification for immunity in negligence
4.18
Rules of professional conduct
advertising. See Advertising
advising clients See Advising clients,
Counseling
A.B.A. Model Rules 2.6
application 25.2
articling students and principals 25.12
duties 25.12
rules of professional conduct 25.12
borrowing from clients 25.4
client property 25.3
minimum standards 25.3
preservation and safekeeping 25.3
limitation periods 25.3
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INDEX
record-keeping 25.3
rules of professional conduct and 25.3
clients under disability 25.14
representation of 25.14
Code of Conduct of the Bar of England
and Wales 2.6
competence and quality of service 24.1
maintaining competence 24.1
unsatisfactory professional practice
24.1
“competent lawyer” 24.1
definition 24.1
confidentiality. See Confidentiality
conflicts of interest. See Conflicts of interest
continuing legal education 24.3
delegation to non-lawyers 25.9
generally 25.9
rules of professional conduct 25.9
discipline proceedings 24.2
generally 24.2
discrimination 25.15
fees. See Fees
generally 2.6, 25.1, 25.2
history 25.2
independence of the bar 27.3
integrity 26.7, 26.8
interprovincial law firms 25.11
insurance loss prevention programs 24.4
lawyers and the administration of justice
25.6
allegations of corruption, partiality
25.6
criticism of courts, judgments 25.6
lawyers as mediators. See Mediation
lawyers in public office. See Government
lawyers
medical-legal reports. See Medical-legal
reports
mortgage transactions. See Mortgage
transactions
nature 25.2
outside interests and the practice of law
25.10
generally 25.10
rules of professional conduct 25.10
practice by unauthorized persons 25.9
generally 25.9
rules of professional conduct 25.9

practice review programmes 24.5
See also Unauthorized practice of law
public appearances and statements. See
Media
purposes 25.2
responsibility to other lawyers individually
See Civility
responsibility to the profession 25.7
duty to report apparent misconduct
25.7
replies to communications from governing body 25.7
unprofessional, abusive, or offensive
letters 25.7
retired judges returning to practice 25.8
generally 25.8
rules of professional conduct 25.8
sexual harassment 25.13
behaviour constituting 25.13
rules of professional conduct 25.13
solicitation. See Solicitation
withdrawal of services. See Withdrawal of
services
Security of court facilities 25.6
Settlement
apparent authority of counsel to settle 4.8
effect of misapprehension of counsel
4.8
duty to inform clients of settlement offers
4.8
duty to settle litigation 4.8
Sexual harassment 25.13
Solicitation 11
“ambulance chasing” 11
examples 11
generally 11
potential clients and 11
Rule of Professional Conduct 11
Solicitors’ negligence claims. See Errors
and omissions
solicitor’s negligence litigation 24.6
Sporting theory of justice 2.1, 2.2, 4.1
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Spot audit programs 17.3
Suspensions 26.17
See also Discipline proceedings, penalty
interim suspensions
pending discipline hearings 26.13

Tax
A.B.A. Ethics Committee 19
advising clients 19
manufacturing evidence 19
meritorious position standard 19
reasonable basis standard 19
duties 19
ethics 19
evidentiary issues 19
generally 19
manufacture of evidence 19
partisanship 19
“reasonable basis” standard 19
state of mind 19
tax audit lottery 19
Testamentary capacity 18.1
Unauthorized practice of law
duty to prevent 25.9
employing disbarred or suspended
members 25.9
fee splitting with non-lawyers 25.5(b)
generally 25.9

Undue influence 18.1
Unions
conflict of interest 5.13
Unrepresented parties 4.7.1
duty of lawyers 4.7
real estate 17.4
Watergate
introduction 2.1

Who is the client? 6.2
Wills. See Estates

Tactics
impermissible tactics in prosecuting 6.6

Undertakings 17.5
real estate transactions 17.5
personal responsibility 17.5

Whistleblowing
corporate counsel 20.6
government lawyers 21.4

Withdrawal as counsel
appropriate notice 4.10
consequences to client 4.10
criminal cases 7.8
dissolution of law firm 4.10
duties of successor lawyers 4.10
duty to withdraw 4.10
failure of client to provide funds 4.10
generally 4.10
improper instructions 4.10
inability to obtain instructions 4.10
justification for 4.10
duty to withdraw 4.10
right to withdraw 4.10
lawyer’s duties upon withdrawal 4.10
effect on right to claim lien 4.10
loss of confidence 4.10
notice period 4.10
solicitor’s liens and 4.10
successor lawyers 4.10
termination 4.10
by client 4.10
by counsel 4.10
Witnesses
communication with, while testifying 4.15
cross-examination 4.15
examination-in-chief 4.15
re-examination 4.15
compensation 4.12
expert witnesses 4.12
cross-examination 4.14
See also Cross-examination
interviewing 4.12
disclosure of lawyer’s interest 4.12
use of tape recorder 4.12
lawyers as. See Lawyers
orders excluding 4.15
lawyer’s duty 4.15
perjury 4.13
duty of criminal defence lawyer 7.2, 7.5
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INDEX
duty of lawyer if witness unexpectedly
testifies falsely 4.13
preparing 4.12
influencing testimony 4.12
modifying demeanour or use of speech
4.12
presenting in false or misleading way 4.12,
4.13

providing legal advice 4.12
use of leading questions 4.12
provoking misidentification 4.14
Words and Phrases WP-1
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